
There Is Something To Fear
Ever  since  the  early  days  of  television,  there  have  been
several anthology series dealing with the supernatural, the
occult,  terror,  and  things  to  scare  the  daylights  out  of
audiences. There was Alfred Hitchcock, Twilight Zone, Night
Stalker, Tales from the Crypt, and Tales from the Darkside.
There were a few instances that big screen horror movies lent
their names to anthology series (anyone remember “Freddy’s
Nightmares” or “Friday the 13th: The Series“). This summer
some writer’s of big screen horror movies have created a new
anthology entitled “Fear Itself” (Thursday Nights on NBC….
10pm Eastern Time).

The  premiere  episode,  “The  Sacrifice”  dealt  with  four
criminals (two of whom were brothers) who unwittingly become
stranded in a nearly deserted fort. Nearly deserted except for
a trio of seductive vixens who are the keepers of a dark,
deadly secret,. The sirens entice their prey by feeding them
(who knows what but whatever it is must have been appetizing),
and then they become separated and the terror begins. One of
the  criminals,  who  is  already  injured,  comes  to  a  rather
grisly end (at least grisly for a network television series).
Another of the four bears an uncanny resemblance to Matt Damon
who eventually becomes a member of the undead.

While  the  plot  was  pretty  predictable,  the  episode  did
entertain and was creepy for (again) a network series and I
plan to continue watching the rest of the 13 segments.

https://www.tangents.org/tv-shows-movies/there-is-something-to-fear/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Freddy%27s_Nightmares
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Freddy%27s_Nightmares
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Friday_the_13th:_The_Series
https://www.anrdoezrs.net/click-2873980-10425685


New Must See TV
Now…. I have another show to look forward to on Thursday
nights (one of the few evenings on which I actually find
enjoyable shows). The Office is a hilarious mockumentary based
upon a British series. It concerns the everyday workings of
the  Dunder-Mifflin  Paper  company.  The  ensemble  cast  is
awesome.  Steve  Carell  plays  the  regional  manager,  Michael
Scott. Rainn Wilson plays Dwight, assistant to the regional
manager, . John Krasinski portrays salesman Jim. Jenna Fischer
is seen as long suffering receptionist Pam Beasley. Finally,
B.J. Novak plays Ryan the temp.

I was lucky enough to become acquainted with the show the
other night and tried hard to hold my laughter in as some
children were trying to go to sleep so the Easter Bunny would
come, but at times it was nearly impossible. I saw the first
three  episodes  of  the  series  in  which  the  characters  are
introduced.

All three episodes were hilarious, but I would have to say
that  I  enjoyed  the  health-care  segment  most.  Michael  is
ordered to choose a new health care package for his staff
which  will  dramatically  cut  the  one  already  in  place.  He
decides  to  delegate  the  responsibility  to  his  assistant.
Dwight chooses a plan that is so bad that Michael hides in his
office to escape the employee’s anger. Michael also attempts
to ease the tension by promising a surprise which turns out to
be ice cream sandwiches.

Also memorable was a faux-Punked scene in which Pam believes
that she has become the victim of downsizing. I also loved the
diversity-integration meeting. So much great stuff in only 3
episodes. Unfortunately, it was getting too late before I was
able to see all 6 episodes of season 1. Steve Carell is
phenomenal as the jerky but hilarious leader of this fine
ensemble. New episodes begin April 10 on NBC. Is Thursday

https://www.tangents.org/tv-shows-movies/new-must-see-tv/
https://www.nbcuniversalstore.com/detail.php?p=24125&SESSID=b4fbffe8d1848cd3fc01fd43d414b200


night still known as “Must See TV on NBC?


